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Grand Final 22nd May 2021
Country Photo Artist / Song Comments My rating before the show I guess the result Result

Cyprus Elena Tsagrinou / 
”El diablo”

2010, Lady Gaga had her peak period (according to me) and 
sounded more or less like this. Its not bad, and its an amazing 
number put up by Elena. And the ESC fans have loved this song 
to bits since it was clear Elena would sing it in Eurovision and just 
whisper ”Don´t you think it’s a bit like Lady Gaga” they explode 
and go for your throat in seconds. The Elena fans is the toxic 
group among the ESC fans this year. Its usually the Armenian 
fans. But, not bad caused by the show they put on, but it’s still 
Lady Gaga and I do not like the ”mamamamasita” part, slow the 
song down.

9 1-5

Albania Anzhela Peristeri / 
”Karma”

Albania with this, actually beautiful, little ballad destroy it with 
dressing poor Anzhela like a figure skater in the olympics. This 
should be a high fashion couture moment according to me. But 
the song is OK, to anonymous though to win, but Albania always 
have the Balkan crowd ruling for them so it will go well at the end I 
guess.

16 21-26

Israel Eden Alene / ”Set 
me free”

Uptempo without heart and soul, but she managed to hit the 
record ”highest note in Eurovision history” moment during the 
semifinals. Well done there but is the song good? Far from the 
worst one this year but still not among my top songs.

15 16-20

Belgium Hooverphonic / 
”The wrong place”

Here we will see a huge difference between jury votes and the 
phone votes. I guess Belgium will have a high position before the 
televotes is put in the mix. Why? Cause people usually liking this 
kind of music do NOT LIKE Eurovision, and this is also ”real 
music” if you understand what I mean. Nothing like Eurovision 
kitch. 

20 16-20

Russia Manizha / ”Russian 
Woman”

If I was a woman from Russia I would sued them, I would not have 
liked to be connected to this shit even if my life depending on it, 
and people actually voted for this? Must be televoters, I can’t see 
jury groups saying ”This was good, let us put it top 10” - But 
100% woke which scares me

25 16-20

Malta Destiny / ”Je me 
casse”

Former Eurovision Junior winner Destiny from Malta, one of this 
contests best voices and with a song that actually sounds modern 
and up to date, BUT (and it is a big but - pardon my pun) she was 
obviously overwhelmed by the moment in the semi finals. Which 
surprised me, cause she more or less grown up on the stage. So it 
proves it, Eurovision put pressure on the shoulders of the singers. 
Representing their countries. Also the sound on TV was not good 
during semi 1 so hopefully that might have had something to do 
with it.

7 6-10

Country
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Portugal The Black Mamba / 
”Love is on my 
side”

This can be a top or a flop, I guess France jury will give 12 to 
Switzerland but Portugal will pick 12 from the jury votes. For some 
reason France always have high points for Portugal since the 
televotes was introduced. I like this, still… But its not my higher 
favorite, but his voice is unique and well done Portugal.

11 16-20

Serbia Hurricane / ”Loco 
Loco”

So, Serbia manage to put the women’s movement back 20 years 
in 3 minutes, the group ”Huey, Dewey and Louie” (Google it 
youngsters) or what I like to call them ”DuckFaces” represent 
everything women attack other women for… And I did not like this 
song before Thursdays semifinals, but they made it work and 
done it well, extra plus for singing in Serbian. The number is 
amazing and we even get some Albanian hair swinging (2018 Eleni 
Foureira, for Cyprus) even if not as monstrous as back then. Good 
for you girls. And all incels dropped their tongues.

8 11-15

United Kingdom James Newman / 
”Embers”

OK, I have to be honest here. The song is good, maybe one of the 
better UK entries lately, but (and here is when I will get killed) 
James is frankly not pretty enough to get votes. I know its awful 
and a result of making Eurovision going from a song contest to a 
show contest. I hope though, that the jury groups will support him 
cause this is a song than might have a life after the Eurovision.

12 21-26

Greece Stefania / ”Last 
dance”

Still in chock over the fact that Greece qualified to the finals, it will 
be very interesting to see the figures on the voting in semi 2 that 
will be released after the finals tonight. Who voted on Greece so 
much the made it through before amazing entries now out of the 
contest. If this was Sweden and she entered in the Swedish 
selection I could have understand it, cause the Swedish selection 
is a children show up until the Swedish finals and I can see young 
girls loving this. But grown ups? At the same time the song is not 
bad, and I think the act helped, but far from a top Eurovision hit 
song. Will be fun to see how Cyprus will vote 2021, cause nothing 
in this is Greek and the normal 12 points from Cyprus explained 
by similar culture might be up for a test.

17 21-26

Switzerland Gjon´s Tears / ”Tout 
l´Univers”

While zou go to the bathroom the dogs in Europe will run to the TV 
screen to see why there is a dog whistle on TV all of a sudden. But 
his voice, which making my ears bleed (even if its from a singer 
point of view is spotless) is not the only problem I have with the 
Swiss entry. First its him, he seems extremely full of himself and 
every TV minute (on stage or in green room) his self-opinionated 
face really express how good he think he is and everyone else is 
below him. And then that the song sounds like the last winner, 
”Arcade” don´t make it better. I can’t stand song like this wins two 
contests in a row. So, go back to under the stone you crawled up 
from.

24 1-5
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Iceland Dadi og 
Gagnamagnid / ”10 
years”

Last year they won more or less every countries ”pretend” 
Eurovision contests aired all over Europe after the real thing was 
cancelled. And yes it was fun then, and the song was better. But 
its easy to forget that most people watching Eurovision is not fans 
and this is their first time discovering Dadi Freyr. And the song is 
OK even if not as good as last years, the act more or less the 
same. Will end up high on the night even if I am more modest in 
my placing.

10 1-5

Spain Blas Canto / ”Voy a 
quedarme”

To put the 2 meter drag queen Nikkie de Jager beside Blas Canto 
(1.71) must have been the meanest thing in Eurovision history. 
Poor guy. But that’s not the only problem here. Normally I go crazy 
when Spain sing in English but this year they go for the Spanish 
version and for ones I like the English more (but that’s me) - and 
its nothing wrong with song, a Spanish pop ballad, sounding 
2021, but it is anonymous. I am affraid Spain will end up very low 
on the night. And Blas is worth more, cause he is not a bad artist. 
But please Spain, go back to latino rhythms in ESC, you compete 
with ballads to much and we want salsa for heavens sake.

14 21-26

Moldova Natalia Gordienko / 
”Sugar”

OK, I dress myself in a sack and cover myself in ashes, but this is 
my guilty pleasure this year. I know, yes I do, its not good for real, I 
know she can’t sing (the long note at the end is a a thriller if she 
will make it or not) and I am aware that the best part of the song is 
the instrumental part. But I can’t say more than I love this, the 
dance, staging (if she won’t fall from the spinning floor) and her 
hair!!! It’s so… I want to look like Jackie Kennedy stylish. Wont 
end up as high as I will put it, but wow, well done Moldova. But if 
you now put half naked dancers in a show make sure their faces 
match the perfect bodies - we do not need the dancing trolls from 
the movie in Eurovision, learn from Croatia in Semi 1.

5 16-20

Germany Jendrik / ”I don´t 
feel hate”

OK, do zou remember Malta in 2013, Gianluca ”Tomorrow” a 
fantastic simple little song catching you with joy. Germany this 
year do the same in the beginning, and then for some reason I do 
not understand, they throw in what my boomer brain call Heavy 
Metal (its not) and destroy the happy thoughts. Then the songs 
message is so woke that only people born after 2000 might like it. 
Sorry not my cup of tea.

21 21-26

Finland Blind channel / 
”Dark side”

Yes Go Finland, if you had the only rockier tune in this years 
contest I will say you end up top 10, now you unfortunately have 
Italy in the finals, a song that is highest on all betting lists (I have 
no idea why) so the rock fans have all of a sudden two songs to 
vote for. But I am more or less sure that Sweden will award you a 
12 or a 10 pointer from both jury and televoters.

13 11-15
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Bulgaria Victoria / ”Growing 
up is getting old”

Not as good as last years song, and very weak in the semifinals, I 
was sure people following Billie Elish would have loved this but 
that feeling died a bit during the semifinals. Think they will struggle 
with the televoters. Now its more or less marked as a pee break in 
my book.

19 6-10

Lithuania The Roop / 
”Discoteque”

The Roop, OK again, ”Discoteque” is not a new ”on fire” (God 
they would have won if the contest not been cancelled 2020) but 
still an amazing song, and I am so happy to have found them and 
will keep following them. They are like Sparks 2.0 (Sparks a pop 
group in the 70s, still going strong). And the singer is without a 
doubt the contests best looking man, we talk Ricky Martin good 
looking here, we talk mount Olympus gorgeous - never wrong in 
Eurovision. And if not Latvia, Estonia award them 12… WTF?

1 1-5

Ukraine Go_A / ”Shum” I am so so so scared cause more and more people on blogs write 
that they have Ukraine as a favorite - I do not understand why! Is 
this the proof Greta Thunberg actually need to convince the world 
that nuclear power is dangerous? ”Look what happens to your 
brains even years after a nuclear disaster” In any case, hide 
children under 10 years of age if still awake, this will give 
nightmares.

26 6-10

France Barbara Pravi / 
”Voila”

OH, France, France sounding like France is supposed to sound 
like. Barbara Previa teamed up Igit (French selection 2019) and 
sound just French. This is so good without being pop so it kind of 
has to work. Everything below top 5 is a declaration of war 
towards all French and France will blame the pandemic and close 
its borders for years to come.

4 6-10

Azerbaijan Efendi / ”Mata Hari” Again a favorite song for me, and I was happy to find out she can 
sing live, and a fab act on stage. OK, Cleopatra 2020 was a better 
song, but this is in the same genre and really good. Then we have 
the younger ESC fans with ”smart” comments like ”What is a 
Mata Hair”, ”Why do Azerbaijan sing about Mata Hair she was not 
from Baku” - No, as little as she was from Norway when they sang 
about Mata Hair in 1976, or Dschinghis Khan came from Germany. 

2 11-15

Norway TIX / ”Fallen angel” I wonder what the Keiino fans say now when Tix made it to the 
finals in Eurovision, they were really nasty when Keiino not made it 
the selection this year. Me, I loved this song from the moment I 
heard the English version (in the Norwegian selection finals), and 
even if I think the act is a bit too much the song is very good. 
Prepare for a Scandinavian / Nordic high point explosion towards 
Norway. This is a dark horse tonight, might even win.

3 1-5
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The Netherlands Jeangu Mocrooy / 
”Birth of a new 
age”

Are you familiar with the ROFL ? Here we have a guy, more or less 
just a snip from being a girl singing about Broccoli, all vegan in so 
to speak.No I know, it’s not Broccoli, but seriously, listen to the 
chorus. They even put what he actually sings in letters behind him. 
No win for Netherlands this year. But thing for sure, he is the living 
evidence that everything looks good on someone thin (merge!!!!)

22 21-26

Italy Måneskin / ”Zitti e 
Buoni”

The number one favorite too win, and of course it is a year when I 
don’t have Italy high up on my list. I usually think they should be 
top 5 every year and have them top 2 over and over. And just look 
at them, I don´t know what to say. But rough entries usually do 
well in ESC, the rock fans get their share so its not a surprise if 
they do well even if I hope the rock fans go for Finland.

18 11-15

Sweden Tusse / ”Voices” This is what Sweden done best lately, send songs that is well 
produced and completely composed to not upset anyone or leave 
a standing impression, made for commercial radio and nothing 
else. Slick and boring. And Tusse (by the French commentators 
called ”Tüss” instead of what a dictionary might say in French 
”Boule de Poussiére” or in English ”Thud”). Its in any case 19 
years of gender bending on stage even if he can sing (a bit less 
after his vocal chords surgery a few weeks ago). Not a favorite by 
me, will get points from the jury groups and fail in the televoting, 
but top 10 maybe.

23 11-15

San Marino Senhit / 
”Adrenalina”

OK, on CD or mp3 this is a clear winner, I love it, but the live act in 
the semi needs a lot of work, the beat did not come through 
during the 3 minus on stage, her voice was weak and among 
Eurovision fans who actually know who Flo-Rida is? But if all 
pieces fall into place this is a number reminding me of when Arash 
entered with ”Always” - a clear top 5 song. I hope they will 
manage to go all in tonight - then I will stalk Senhit and beg her to 
release all her covers of old Eurovision Songs she recorded in 
2020 for her YouTube channel, some of them are pure magic.

6 6-10
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